
Automation

The word „Automation‟ is derived from greek words

“Auto”(self) and “Matos” (moving). Automation therefore

is the mechanism for systems that “move by itself”.

However, apart from this original sense of the word,

automated systems also achieve significantly superior

performance than what is possible with manual systems,

in terms of power, precision and speed of operation.

Definition: Automation is a set of technologies that

results in operation of machines and systems without

significant human intervention and achieves

performance superior to manual operation.



Control 

Definition: Control is a set of technologies that achieves

desired patterns of variations of operational parameters and

sequences for machines and systems by providing the input

signals necessary.

Note:

Automation Systems may include Control Systems but the

reverse is not true. Control Systems may be parts of

Automation Systems.

The main function of control systems is to ensure that

outputs follow the set points. However, Automation Systems

may have much more functionality, such as computing set

points for control systems, monitoring system performance,

plant startup or shutdown, job and equipment scheduling

etc.



Role of automation in industry 

Manufacturing processes, basically, produce finished product from

raw/unfinished material using energy, manpower and equipment and

infrastructure. Since an industry is essentially a “systematic economic

activity”, the fundamental objective of any industry is to make profit.

Roughly speaking, Profit = (Price/unit – Cost/unit) x Production Volume

So, profit can be maximised by producing good quality products, which

may sell at higher price, in larger volumes with less production cost and

time. Figure shows the major parameters that affect the cost/unt of a

mass-manufactured industrial product.



Simple ON/OFF Control System



Control

What you want to control     =     what you can 

controlFor DC 

motors:
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e is a voltage generated by the rotor 

windings cutting the magnetic field

emf: electromagnetic force

Control: getting motors to do what you want them to



Controlling speed with 
voltage

DC motor model
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• The back emf depends only on the motor 
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• The motor’s torque depends only on the 
current, I.
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t = kt I
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• Consider this circuit’s V: V = IR + e
Istall = V/R

current when motor 

is stalled

speed = 0

torque = max

How is V related to w ?
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Speed is proportional to voltage.
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Back to control

Basic input / output relationship:

How to change the voltage?

We want a 
particular motor 
speed w .

We can control 
the voltage 
applied V.
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SINGLE-PHASE SEMI-CONVERTER
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Open-loop vs. Close-loop 
Control

Open-loop Control: 

actual speed

desired wd
V

Motor

wa

actual speed wa

- compute V 
from the 
current error

wd  - wa

Closed-loop Control:  using feedback

desired speed w wController 
solving for 
V(t)

V(t
) Motor

If desired speed wd  actual speed wa,So what?

PID controller



Speed control of dc motor
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A basic closed-loop control system
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Block diagrams show relationship between components. 

They are helpful for visualizing system structure and the flow of information.

Microcontrollers



In modern control systems, the connection between sensors and actuators is

invariably made via a computer (µPs / µCs / DSPs / FPGA controllers)of some

sort.

Algorithms

Algorithms is the real heart of control engineering 

i.e. the algorithms that connect the sensors to the actuators. 

As a simple example from our everyday experience, consider the problem of 

playing tennis at top international level. One can readily accept that one needs 

good eye sight (sensors) and strong muscles (actuators) to play tennis at this 

level, but these attributes are not sufficient. Indeed eye-hand coordination (i.e. 

control) is also crucial to success.

Driving two wheelers

If you can measure it, you can control it.








































































